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     Some religions have all the luck. No hard benches and yawns here. Midsummer rites with the 

U of U Pagan Society were an outdoorsy event and nature was the temple on the evening of June 

23. Honeybees frolicked in a private clover patch and happy cats wandered freely as President 

Daniel Cureton led participants through diverse rituals sourced from pagan traditions, Druids, 

Welsh history, and Qabbala.  

     On this longest day of sunlight, two wreath-crowned kings “fought” for the throne of the next 

half-year while a Faery and Mermaid guarded their sacred circle.  

     For any who are concerned about the slightly shortened day-length that is now beginning, rest 

assured this only means the Holly King prevailed. The Oak King will wait for a re-match until 

Yule--that’s December 21, Winter Solstice to the un-initiated. At that point, tradition holds he 

will win and the daylight will return. It all balances out eventually. 

     A large majority of religious practitioners aren’t used to dancing and drumming during sword 

fights at their meetings. For those to whom this sounds too exotic, Cureton affirms, “All are 

welcome.” He means it. In addition to his core group he has hosted Catholics, Christians, LDS, 

atheists, and curious onlookers. If the odd vampire or left-hand path worker wandered in, they 

would have a place in the conversation as well. They just wouldn’t be allowed to scare anyone or 

dominate the Sunday conversation at the Beehive Tea room. Fair is fair. 

     To Cureton, the pagan path is the “path of service.” Eco-conscious stewardship and love of 

nature fuels his involvement in the community. He takes tolerance and openness very seriously,  



 

 

including those who practices may not fit with the group’s or his own. His touchstone is asking 

himself, “Am I being the best person I can be, and helping others?”  This open-hearted  

humanitarianism stands in stark contrast to the negative, Hollywood images of pagans. It almost 

sounds--Christian, except it is not. 

     The affiliations within the Pagan Society are at least as complex and subtle as distinctions 

between sects of Christianity. Some pagans honor Christ, some do not. Some are Wiccan and  

some are witches.  Technically, it is possible to be both, or neither. Even those who believe in 

magic will often clarify the gulf between white magic and black. “The Broom Closet” is the term 

for those who embrace pagan practices at heart, but fear repercussions from family and the 

community if they participate openly. Prejudice and fear of prejudice has an influence within this 

minority, as with many others.  

     Balance is a major concept in pagan spiritual views, far beyond polarizing good versus bad. It 

includes honoring and developing relationships with all manner of beings and energies. 

Ceremonies include both Goddesses and Gods, elements, Elemental Beings, and the mysteries of 

seen and unseen worlds.  

     The Non-profit group’s motto is "Understanding Through Education, Education Through 

Experience." Cureton says practical application and practice are the key to understanding. That 

means action. Celebration is not a spectator sport here, and newcomers dive right in. This group 

is proud to provide an option for those whose longing for community is simply not met by other 

organizations.  

     The group was also cultured, well-read and “feast-oriented” with an international flair. The 

Sacred Keeper of the Enchiladas produced a mole’ sauce that could easily be called a spiritual 

experience. Feast! 



 

 

     When asked about the eerie wind-gusts that started with the ceremony and immediately 

calmed upon its conclusion, Cureton just smiled knowingly.  

 

Picture Captions 

An Herbaceous Altar stocked with sparkling Faery-dust and wooden wands. (below) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

U of U Pagan Society President Daniel Cureton (below) 

 


